
 

 

You will notice on your packing list you are asked and encouraged to leave your cell phone and 
technology at home. Our desire is that you can truly engage in the moment, disconnect from 
the noise of the world and social media, and enjoy being in the beauty of the raw surroundings 
around you. When campers still try to use their devices, they get distracted and pulled away.  

We recognize that phones are also used for alarm clocks (why not bring an actual alarm clock 
then?) or for music at night (try an ol' school ipod/mp3 player) or for your camera.  

We can also understand that there may be a moment or two you need to connect with your 
parent or follow up on something for your work, etc. We can get that and can appreciate that.  

But we really want to emphasize that cell phones are not to be used regularly during the camp 
session. Since the influence and presence of cell phones keeps getting stronger and we have 
had challenges with campers bringing and misusing their phones throughout the program. 
Especially in this season of so much screen time, we want to take advantage of the freedom 
and gift we’ve been given for these two weeks!   

So you have a few options: 
1) Leave your phone at home all together! Keep it from being a distraction or from being 
lost/damaged in all our moving around!  

2) Take your phone with you but leave your SIM card at home. Use your phone for its other 
purposes that may be helpful (music, camera, etc) but leave your SIM card at home  

3) Take your phone with you but leave your SIM card with us/the staff. We will be safely 
storing the SIM cards in an organized/safe container and if there is an occasion where you 
would like to connect with a family member or have access to your phone you can approach 
the staff and they can hook you up. Granted these SIM cards are tiny do this at your own risk.  

If you (camper or parent) have any questions or concerns about this, please do not hesitate to 
contact us and we can chat it through.  

Also know the staff will have access to our cell phones/camp phones at all times as well so in 
cases of emergencies and safety, we are fully covered and accessible to you as parents. We are 
also happy to lend our cell phone if you do run into a situation where you need to call home.  
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